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Extremely lightly addresses many topics, and omits several. Plenty of diet books focus on how to
lose fat, but forget that there are other factors that need to be considered to be able to reach
your goal. Learn the causes of obesity and the issues with diets, which foods are healthy and
which are “artificial,” and how to transform your daily life and health. Too much of the
publication was focused on action programs and forms to complete if if so when you’re ready to
switch your dietary life style. Being a healthnut (his terminology not really mine) for the past 20
years, there is virtually nothing at all for me to understand here that positively impacted my
present way of life choices. Diet Diagnosis - ESSENTIAL Read! But then once again I’ve been
performing this for many a long time. A person just being introduced to dietary changes in
lifestyle would benefit from his strategy. I was looking to augment my understanding but this
book didn't help me. Dr. Nico manuals you on a health journey of offering you information from
understanding toxins to a good night's sleep and so much more! This is a must-read book for
anybody wanting to live a healthier and productive existence! Nico has a very inviting style of
writing that's informitive and inspiring. Some tell you to eat this and lessen that which can
become confusing. In this perfectly written book, the writer has outlined at length a step-by-step
program. I really like the cover and the design. It’s a pleasant book and the author writes in
affable style. With this book, you get the total package. There are also some things I didn't know,
such as avoiding smoked or healed meats and staying away from canola oil (I always thought
that was healthy! Each of them need to interact for a diet plan to reach your goals. I loved the
way the author has the chapters laid out giving you benefits and drawbacks that guide you so
your entire body could be healthy. Nico's reserve is a wonderful and valuable resource for
Nutrition and Diet information. I especially loved the high lighted and boxed benefits and
drawbacks to all sorts of diet. It is a great reference to help readers make options that are
healthy and be more informed about meals .Thank you intended for a book that encourages a
wholesome coping with positive reinforcements and actions that start you on your goal to be
healthy. I recommend this book for everybody searching for a better method to improve your
health and stay healthy.We received a duplicate of this reserve from The BookClub Network for a
genuine review. Not every diet works for everyone this is why this reserve is so wonderful. I must
say i enjoyed this extremely informative book, The cover and design were extremely attractive
and inviting.We received this book for free from Bookfun. From fasting, poisons, gmo --all the
info and even more was there. I liked the Healthnut Life 7- week plan by the end of the book. I
really appreciated the writer mentioned that the goal is to have quality of life not just quantity. I
received this reserve free for making a honest review, and I could honestly say, I'd buy this
reserve and utilize it as a reference. If you are looking for a healthy begin to the new year or just
want some more information on food that is your book. I came across it to be useful. Dr
Healthnut (David Nico,PhD) offers you not only the reason why behind his program but step-bystep programs. Excellent reference tool for comparing diets, with the information you may want
in it. He not merely focuses on the body but your brain and soul. Each chapter includes a
advantages and disadvantages box to guide you and also Healthnut things to do for your
complete body to promote optimal health. Nobles, Goodreads, etc. Nowadays we have therefore
many choices it is certainly hard to make the correct one without help. That is exactly what this
publication is, help!At the end of this book he has a Healthnut Life 7-week plan and good
examples on how best to proceed with positive goals and activities. A five star addition.Many
thanks and God BlessI recieved this book from The BookClub Network meant for a genuine
review. He obviously explains different diet plans and the advantages and disadvantages. That’s
why the writer is named the Healthnut, and it’s a means of life that might be good for all. Why

live sick and tired when you can be fit and hopeful? This volume encourages readers to take
personal action to form healthy habits that will last an eternity. He very lightly, touches on many
areas of diet plan and omits numerous others like the detrimental effects of certain
combinations of foods (ie fruit- Either either by itself or leave it alone). I recommend it to all. I
received this copy from Book Fun Golf club in exchange for an honest review. I received a
duplicate of this reserve from the Publisher. Health for mind, body, and soul I've seen and
reviewed my fare talk about of diet books and this one is 5 superstars hands down. There is no
one diet for everyone, we all have been so very unique, this book will stage you in the right
direction and take your whole body mind and soul into consideration.We have to have the
proper mindset whenever we want to modification our health habits. Essential read for anyone
who would like to lose fat and live a wholesome way of living. It had everything, exceptional
biography, endnotes, beginning guidelines to follow a diet of your choice. I've already used the
info in this publication to make healthier options. This review will be published on Amazon,
Barnes &There are so many myths and misunderstandings on the subject of our food today than
in years past. The Diet Diagnosis THE DIETARY PLAN DIAGNOSIS is an extremely good reserve. It
not only gives motivation, but it also gives some very useful tips, such as locating the activity that
functions for you and actually carrying it out. And it includes a list of foods and chemicals in
order to avoid.Because of DIET DIAGNOSIS we are able to focus on body, mind and soul.) This
reserve is quite readable and a wealth of information. I'd recommend this book to anyone who
actually want to live a wholesome lifestyle. Nico's book is an excellent and valuable reference for
Nutrition and Diet plan information Dr. The meals choices we have today can be overwhelming ,
but with this reserve it helps guide you to make healthy choices. He can help you know very well
what foods are healthy and what foods are dangerous and disease promoting. It's like an
encyclopedia for your best health, excellent content! This is a fantastic little book This is a
fantastic little book. He also gives you reasons for this plan which I found extremely encouraging.
Dr. A Healthy Lifestyle There are numerous books available at this time about diets. the way to
true health This informative non-fiction book is not just one to read and reserve, but one to keep
for handy reference and a successful plan for healthier living and slimming down. He makes it
simple to understand the reason for making choices befitting you.org in trade for an honest
review. I recommend this book. Thorough and interesting guide to healthy living I like that this
reserve offered you a whole lot of details. This review is definitely my honest opinion. I really
enjoyed this book I really enjoyed this book. There is so many different diets choices, which
author gave us a whole lot of information to greatly help guideline us in deciding on the best diet
for the body. There isn't one diet fits all we are all different. I was provided a copy of this book by
the publisher through TBCN/BookFun in trade for my honest review.
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